The idea of modernity rests on rupture. It brings into view a monumental narrative-the breaching of magical covenants, the surpassing of medieval superstitions, and the undoing of hierarchical traditions. The advent of modernity, then, insinuates the disenchantment of the world: the progressive control of nature through scientific procedures of technology, and the inexorable demystification of enchantments through powerful techniques of reason. Indeed, it is possible to argue that the privileged dispensation of legislative reason within regimes of modernity gathers together nature and humanity as conjoint attributes of a disenchanted world.
present. This special issue discusses the place of such enchantments in the mapping and molding, the making and unmaking, of the modern world. Straddling a range of disciplines and perspectives, the essays collected here eschew programmatic solutions, focusing instead in new ways on subjects of slavery and memory, global transformations and vernacular modernities, imperial imperatives and nationalist knowledges, cosmopolitan democracy and secular politics, colonial conversion and subaltern translation, and spectral labor and speculative capital. ''Enduring Enchantments'' attempts to unravel the enchantments of modernity, in order to apprehend anew its constitutive terms, formative limits, and particular possibilities.
The Medieval and the Modern
There is something uncannily pressing, unerringly close to home, about modernity's enchantments, now drawing in and now reaching beyond scholarly understandings. 1 Consider, for example, one among many of the Taliban's depredations, their destruction of the giant Buddha statues in Bamiyan in January , and the responses this act engendered. The many criticisms of the Taliban, stemming from distinct political positions, were prompt and unambiguous, together condemning this unusual act as the vandalizing of history, amounting to cultural genocide. Unsurprisingly, several of these denunciations-issued from India, Europe, and elsewherecommonly characterized the destruction and its agents as ''medieval.'' But an unrepentant Taliban regime defended these measures through invocations of Islam and claims upon the nation. Here the terms of the Taliban's representations and practices appeared as emergent attributes of modernity. Taken together, the enchantments of modernity precisely straddle this seemingly incommensurable divide, articulating the medieval and the modern. 2
In most denunciations of the Taliban's action, the simplicity of the story line marked off one world from another, construing critical antinomies: we are progressive, they are backward; we are tolerant, they are intolerant; we are modern, they are medieval; we are we/us, they are they/them. 3 Yet, mine is not a call for expressly undoing these oppositions-of merely revealing the ideological nature of the fault line they insinuate-by introducing empirical depth and conceptual nuance to a straightforward story, in order to turn it into a more complex narrative. Rather, I wish to stay longer with the seduc-tions of the story, registering these as the enchantments of modernity. For to do so opens the possibility of holding a mirror to the assumptions, categories, and entities that shore up our worlds of late modernity, a measure that includes the odds of critically understanding the actions of the Taliban. The term medieval bears an enormous burden here.
Images of the medieval as darkly delineating practices, beliefs, cultures, faiths, and histories are acute reflections of the hierarchies of modernity. This is to say that the specter of the medieval is a prior presence and an ongoing horror in the mirror of modernity. As an idea, ideal, and ideology, modernity and the modern appear today to be premised on fundamental ruptures: a surpassing of tradition, a break with the medieval. 4 Time after time, in this vision of the past, present, and posterity, an exclusive, imaginary, and bloated West has morphed into history, modernity, and destinyfor each society, any culture, and every people. 5 Even more widely, assiduously plotted against the horizon of a singular modernity, distinct meanings, practices, and institutions appear as primitive or progressive, lost or redeemable, savage or civilized, barbaric or exotic, ever behind or nearly there, medieval or modern. These peoples have missed the bus of universal history, or they hang precariously from one of its symmetrical sides. Patiently or impatiently, they wait for the next vehicle plying the road of modernity. Comfortably or uncomfortably, they sit within this transportation of time. Their distance from the modern registers redemptive virtue, or their falling behind on this route reflects abject failure. 6 Rather more than ideological errors, awaiting their inexorable exorcism through superior knowledge, such mappings circulate as structures of feeling, instituted as categorical entities, intimating the measures and the means of the modern-which is to say, they are enduring enchantments of modernity. Not surprisingly, when the Taliban departed from this main thoroughfare of history, revealing themselves as neither the noble tribal nor the tolerant exotic, it followed that the ineluctable hierarchies of modernity came into play, naming their action as savage, backward, uncivilized-in a word, medieval.
But the castigations of the Taliban as medieval also drew upon the intense demonology surrounding Islam, from images of the ''Oriental despot'' within classical writing, to tropes of the ''fanatical Arab'' in terrorist journalism, to constructions of Muslim monstrosity in contemporary India. 7 We know that such representations have grave implications, not only flattening the diversity of Islam but also articulating regimes of epistemic/political violence. Yet, precisely for this reason, once more, it is important neither to isolate these representations, nor to posit them chiefly as erroneous stereotypes, flawed understandings, pointedly, proudly overcome by adequate knowledge, more tolerant of difference and more true to reality. Such steps tend to overlook the ways in which demonizing apprehensions of Islam share a wider provenance with liberal orientations more tolerant of difference, each bound to a dominant presupposition, a categorical disposition, toward religion and politics in the modern world.
The presumption, sharpening the immaculate image of modernity, is the following: since the Protestant Reformation, in the modern West, religion has undergone a profound transformation, becoming a largely tolerant and broadly private affair, with processes of secularization encompassing the ''private,'' intact autonomy of religion. Do not get me wrong. Mine is not the foolish suggestion that processes of secularization over the past few centuries are only a fiction, a lie. Nor am I just proposing that there is an unavoidable discrepancy between the ideal of secularism and its realization in history, an inevitable distance between preaching and practice, thereby casting the story of secularization as an incomplete narrative, yet to arrive at its immanent resolution. My point concerns how the force and reach of this presupposition, not unlike the telos of progress, another monumental enchantment of modernity, constitute the very basis of our worlds, their inherited and internalized verities lying at the core of commonplace conceptions and authoritative apprehensions of religion and politics. 8 Among the consequences, enormously pertinent is the wider elision of distinct intermeshing(s) of religion and politics in the modern West. 9 Here apprehensions of the interplay between the categorical terrain of religion and politics in, say, the United Kingdom or the United States of America-as part of a reified West-usually rest on a readily proffered, putative gap between the ideal and the real. The former, the doctrinal ideal is the true norm, while the latter, the not-perfect reality is merely a deviation. 10 This underplays the manner whereby the ideal and the actual-of the separation between religion and politics-mutually shape and reshape one another, each apart yet ever entwined, both much more than mere straw figures. It follows that distinct intermeshing(s) of religion and politics in Islam or Hinduism or Buddhism, in Afghanistan or India or Mexico, in modern times usually appear as figures of absence, lack, and failure, imperfect images in the mirror of an immaculate, secular West. Thus, once the undemocratic Taliban directed their depredations against the hapless Buddha(s) in the name of Islam, the projections and figurations of secularization under modernity went into overdrive, predestining, so to say, the denunciation of the Taliban's actions as medieval.
Yet does this short genealogical outline of the medieval make the Taliban modern? Of course, one can argue that the Taliban used modern weapons and contemporary communications, which were much more than just objects of wonder to the savage's juvenile sensibility. Similarly, it is easy to show that far from inhabiting a never, never land, essentially sealed off from our own worlds, the Taliban were endlessly entangled in wider circuits of commodities and consumption. From trafficking in (impure) heroin and (pure) politick, to dealing in guns and weapons of mass destruction, to trading in art and antiques, particularly those looted from the Kabul Museum, and, later, fragments of the Buddha statues. This is to say that the Taliban insinuated themselves into international networks and transnational transfers.While trade in guns and heroin or the circulation of expensive arms and precious museum pieces are not the brightest side of our worlds, the Taliban's transactions were nonetheless critical components of the global flows of contraband and ''culture,'' modernity and history at the beginning of the millennium.
I am not suggesting, however, that their insertion into global processes of contemporary history inevitably, inexorably made the Taliban modern. For it is clearly insufficient to assert, through the means of a chronological axiom, that everyone living in the modern age-in the present as in the past-necessarily counts as modern. At the very least, such a claim disregards the issue of how being modern or nonmodern-or, indeed, medieval-entails the fashioning of the subject. At the same time, I also wonder about the wisdom of conflating the subject of modernity with the modern subject.
Let me begin with the proposition that modernity is not only an idea, an ideal, an ideology; it is simultaneously the articulation of distinct historical processes over the past few centuries. As history, over the past five centuries, modernity emerges elaborated within intersecting and disjunctive, authoritative and resistant processes of meaning and power. I refer here to processes entailing, for example, capital and consumption, industry and empire, nations and colonies, citizens and subjects, public spheres and private spaces, circumscribed religion(s) and disenchanted knowledge(s), resurgent faiths and reified traditions, normalizing states and disciplinary regimes, and enchantments of governance and the magic of the modern. As history, then, modernity is not singular, existing rather in its plural, modernities. Yet this is not all. For whether cast as modernity or modernities, the procedures entailed herein are neither monolithic nor homogeneous, referring rather to decisively checkered, decidedly contingent, and distinctly contradictory processes. Indeed, it is within such contingency and contradiction that the constitutive hierarchies and formative distinctions of modernity, a few of which I've already noted, are inserted and elaborated. 11
These processes are not subjectless procedures. Rather, they emerge articulated by subjects of modernity, who have engaged and elaborated the terms, stipulations, and disciplines of modernity, history, modernity-ashistory. Time after time, subjects of modernity have revealed that there are different ways of being modern, now accessing and now exceeding the determinations of the modern subject, suggesting the need to rethink exclusive apprehensions of the latter entity. Yet, all too often, subjects of modernity have also betrayed scant regard for the niceties of the modern subject while articulating the enduring terms of modernity, registering within their measures and meanings the formative contradictions and critical contentions of modernity/modernities. It is precisely here that my effort is to raise a few questions concerning the modernity of the Taliban, especially as we consider the stipulations of their representations, the provisos of their practices.
The burden of my discussion falls, admittedly selectively and all too briefly, on the interplay between authoritative traditions and monumental histories at the core of modern self-fashioning(s) of state and nation, especially in recent times. Representations of modernity imbue categories and arenas with a distinct salience. One such category/arena is the conceptterrain of tradition. 12 In the business of negotiating and enacting modernity as image and practice, communities and peoples-from the first world through to the fourth world-have unraveled particular traditions as constitutive of their specific identities. Such moves have been characteristic as much of ''local'' communities as they have of nation-states, finding acute manifestations under conditions of late modernity. 13 Indeed, the burden of authentic traditions and authoritative identities in such distinct yet overlapping terrain-from the ''local'' to the ''national'' to the ''global''-emerges intimately bound to the hierarchical oppositions of modernity, figures of endless enchantment.
Here novel construal and institutionalization of hoary traditions of peoples and territories have gone hand in hand with newer construction and sedimentation of monumental histories of state and nation. This has happened over the short run and in the long haul-from the altering faces of national civilization in India, to the changing destinies of the Mestizo nation in Mexico, to the shifting fortunes of the multicultural state in Western democracies. Yet, this should barely surprise us. Quite as pedagogical and performative imperatives of the nation entail one another, so too is the nation configured simultaneously through its past traditions and its present distinctions-history as imagined and instituted on a monumental scale. This is to say that terms and visions of monumental history are central to narratives and practices of the modern state and nation, albeit assuming critically different forms. 14 So, how do the Taliban fit into this wider picture? Precisely in their quest for a monumental history, the Taliban invested both tradition and Islam with a novel salience and a special significance. For the Taliban's effort was to combine ''Islamic'' and ''tribal'' traditions in order to turn Afghanistan into the purest Islamic nation and a powerful modern state. Not surprisingly, such transaction of monumental history was equally an effort on the part of the Taliban to gain recognition from the international community, at least from some of its constituent member nations. Thus, in the latter half of  the head of the Taliban declared that they would not destroy the two enormous statues of the Buddha in Bamiyan. Yet, as is well known, somewhat over two years later, faced with sanctions on arms and resources imposed by the UN (Security Council), the Taliban retaliated. Indeed, according to their rhetoric, they were also avenging the destruction by the forces of the Hindu Right of the north Indian Babri mosque in Ayodhya in December , a further testimony to the Taliban's investment in international politics. Now, monumental history received a distinct twist-in the name of Islam and for the fame of the nation, through the filters of a monumental history, the Taliban destroyed the monumental Buddhas.
In presenting this picture in necessarily broad strokes, I am aware of the dangers of bringing into existence newer modular designs of modernity while overlooking critical dimensions of its prior understandings. For example, in considerations of the Taliban, am I disregarding key processes of secularization, individualization, and the separation of private and public domains, privileging rather singular enactment(s) of monumental histories, as constitutive of modernity? Well, actually, no.
Earlier I pointed to processes of secularization and formations of the private and the public as among the important attributes attending modernity. Yet, I also suggested that it is significant to look beyond an exclusive pathway of secularization and individualization, recognizing precisely the diverse articulations of the private and the public across time, space, and their enmeshments, while registering the immaculate image of these processes in the unfolding of modernity. To do otherwise might be to endorse endlessly the hierarchical oppositions of modernity, or merely to reiterate the empirical complexity of modern history as restlessly defying analytical categories, or indeed to be bound simultaneously to the one move and the other measure.
I also admit the salience of thinking through the distinctions of monumental histories of state and nation, which come in different shapes and sizes, divergent hues and patterns. At the same time, my point is that we encounter in such distinct expressions of monumental history plural, disjunctive articulations of modernity, which is as true of secular states as it is of regimes that reject principles of secularization, individualization, and the separation of the private and the public. After all, for very long now, antimodernist propositions-including, critically, positions that refuse claims made on behalf of the secular-appear enmeshed with authoritative terms, enduring oppositions, of modernity. Similarly, the negotiation and rejection of a dominant Western modern within enactment(s) of monumental history bear critical consideration.
Hence, my questions: What are the challenges before efforts to apprehend the Taliban's opposition to a Western modern-precisely through their claims on an authentic tradition and an authoritative Islam-as intimating the contentions of modernity, a contending modern project? What might the Taliban's efforts to remake the world, albeit in a disjunctive likeness of historical progress, cultural hierarchies, and a strong nation, tell us about the horizons of modernity? How do the Taliban's distinction and conjunction between the past and the present-both ongoing and vanishing, the one purifying and perfecting the other-and their binding of eschatology and prediction in configuring the future bear upon regimes of historicity widely understood as inaugurating modernity? 15
At stake here is nothing less than concatenations of distinct, coeval temporalities and overlapping, heterogeneous histories that variously straddle and scramble the hierarchies and oppositions of modernity. Put differently, the terms of modernity are assiduously articulated, but they are also contingent and contradictory, even out of joint with themselves.
Auguring Art
If contemporary history bears witness to the questions raised by this special issue, the art appearing on the cover and in this introduction intimates the spirit and horizons of ''Enduring Enchantments.'' The two works are by Savi Sawarkar, an artist from India. Born an untouchable within the hierarchies of caste, Savi is arguably the first artist from the subcontinent to create a powerful iconography of a dalit (literally, ''downtrodden'') imagination, which is also the register of a radical art. Central to this iconography and imagination are particular representations of history and the here and now. The sources are overlapping yet varied. From moving recitals of untouchable pasts by Savi's unlettered paternal grandmother, to routine representations of oppressed histories within dalit political endeavors, to haunting tales of untouchable peoples from different regions of India, to Savi's own experiences as an artist, an activist, and a dalit in statist spaces and discriminatory places. In each case, Savi's work seizes on these discursive and experiential resources, sieving them through the force of an expressionist art, to construe images and icons that are contestatory yet complex, strong yet sensitive. 16 Here distinct apprehensions of a murky world work in tandem with vibrant use of color to conjure figures and forms of intense force and enormous gravity.
Consider the oil on canvas Untouchable Couple with Om and Swastika, featured on the cover of this special issue. The background deploys a bright yellow color-applied with quick, short, thick, swirling brushstrokes-as cracks and smudges of black show through here. Against this background, slightly off center, stand two dark, squat, foreboding figures. Their long feet support thick, loglike legs as wide as their trunks, which imperceptibly merge with their heads. Two dark dots for pupils, their screaming red eyes reach out from the composition, staring at viewers, drawing them into the canvas. Little dabs of red also define their stub noses and small mouths, twisted with pain. The androgynous figures each carry a clay pot, hanging from their necks, one painted with the sign of Om and the other bearing the symbol of the (Hindu) Swastika, both signifiers of the sacred within hierarchies of Hinduism. The allusion is to Brahmanical Peshwa rule in west-ern and central India in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when allegedly untouchables were compelled to carry clay pots to spit into so that their saliva did not fall on the ground, accidentally polluting an upper-caste person. The figure in front also holds in his right hand a stick with bells, designed to announce the approach of untouchables so that caste-Hindus could move away from their impending shadows.
How are we to understand this canvas? Does it augur an art and a politics that solely point to hierarchical worlds of terrifying enchantments, untouched by the Midas of modernity? Do its referents derive simply from the domain of myth, firmly belied by the discourse of history? Untouchable Couple with Om and Swastika is more than an exclusive documentation of the past and the present, exceeding mere images of social oppression. Rather, in tune with Walter Benjamin's advocacy that to articulate the past and the present means ''to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger,'' the work uses the force of myth and the power of legend to scramble the barriers between tradition and modernity, sieving their artifice through critical filters. 17 It registers and defies euphemisms and verities flowing from the constitutional abolition of the practice of untouchability in independent India. Here the revealing terms of a forceful expressionism work on formulaic assertions of dalit politics and the disconsolate lore of untouchable communities-regarding their fate under regimes of castetransforming these into the experiential realism of subterranean imaginings. Thus, the canvas casts the untouchable couple as densely palpable and forcefully spectral, haunting the past and the present-bringing to mind the enchantments of modernity. The heavy clay pots with Om and Swastika hanging from their necks reveal the ruthless burden of Hindu hierarchies and modern history, the one imbricated in the other. The silence of the untouchable couple echoes the strident bells on the accursed stick and the hollow noise of the hateful pots. The silence bursts into a scream, resonant with the stricture, ''We were there, then. We are here, now.''
The oil on canvas Two Untouchables under the Black Sun further elaborates this critical imagination. On a background painted in gold, two untouchables appear as spectral silhouettes, defined by strong lines and deft shadows in unremitting black color. One untouchable stands, holding the stick with bells in his right hand. A clay pot bearing a Swastika dangles from his neck, in front of his abdomen. The other sits on the ground, a pot painted with Om slung behind him. On his head, he bears three signs, the Hindu Savi Sawarkar, Two Untouchables under the Black Sun, (oil on canvas,  in. ×  in). Reproduced courtesy of the artist. flag, the Muslim crescent, and the Christian cross. Peering over their shoulders, these untouchables glance sideways to the left, their gaze seeking an unknown horizon. Between these figures, occupying most of the upper center of the canvas, a large sun hangs heavy, outlined in thick, blunt, scraggly black, the inside of the sun a mish-mash of black on gold. Above and below the sun, two stylized crows, scavenging birds, signs of untouchability, almost snakelike, seem to speak to the two untouchables.
The composition alludes to the upper-caste-sanctioned practice of the Mangs, an untouchable caste, of going out to beg in villages and towns during suryagrahan, the solar eclipse. Yet the force and the implications of the representation extend much further. Here are salient spirits of untouchability-from crows that bear witness and extend solidarity, to the distinct insignia of the lowest ritual status within the caste order, to the immense intractability of what constitutes the religion of untouchables in front of Hindu, Muslim, and Christian faiths all making claims on their souls. These tangible apparitions are located at the cusp of the past and the present. Together they proclaim that the sun is not black during an eclipse alone.
Rather, the sun is ever eclipsed, forever black, thereby giving the lie to the phantasms of progress that haunt regimes of modernity-from imperatives of identity and difference, to stipulations of state and nation.
Savi's work does more than simply interrogate formations of caste and religion in India. Indeed, the critical import of these canvases-and Savi's representations in general-derives from their dispositions toward terms of power and determinations of difference. To be sure, the force of this art rests on the opposition between religious (and statist) power and the untouchable (and gendered) subaltern. At the same time, precisely this opposition makes possible decentered portrayals of power and difference. For rather than occupying a singular locus or constituting an exclusive terrain, power appears here as decisively plural, forged within authoritative grids-of caste and gender, nation and state, and modernity and history-that interlock and yet remain out of joint, the one extending and exceeding the other. This is to say that Savi's art traces the expressions and modalities of power as coordinated portraits yet fractured profiles, effects and affects bearing the burden of the spectral subaltern and palpable difference. It follows that his work does not announce the romance of resistant identities and the seduction of the autonomous subject, split apart from power. Rather, figures of critical difference and subaltern community appear here as inhabiting the interstices of power, intimating its terms and insinuating its limits-already inherent, always emergent-as the spanner of discrepancy inside the work of domination. Thus, the implications that I derive from this art for ''Enduring Enchantments'' entail imperatives of theory and the politics of knowledge, better expressed as two sets of indicative questions.
What is at stake in critically exploring terms of power and dominant knowledge(s) without turning these into totalized terrain? Are attempts to pluralize power-for example, the force of colonialism and capitalism, the stipulations of globalization and modernity-mere exercises in empirical and conceptual refinement of these categories? Alternatively, do they also imply an ''ontological turn,'' not only pointing to the problem of ''what entities are presupposed'' by theories and worldviews, but also carefully questioning ''those 'entities' presupposed by our typical ways of seeing and doing in the modern world'' 18 -critically engaging newer critical orthodoxies that render dominant categories as ''dystopic totalities''? 19 What is the place of the particular, of ''details''-a notion of Michel de Certeau, acutely embodied in the work of Savi Sawarkar-in unraveling the determinations of power and difference? 20
Conversely, what distinctions of meaning and power come to the fore through the elaboration of tradition and community, the local and the subaltern as oppositional categories? Must such contending categories inhabit the locus of ''unrecuperated particulars,'' as a priori antidotes to authority, in the mirrors of critical understandings? 21 How are we to articulate the dense sensuousness and the acute mix-ups of social life, not only to query cutand-dried categories and modular schemes of ordering the world, but also to think through axiomatic projections of resistant difference that abound in the here and now, characterizing scholarly apprehensions and commonplace conceptions? 22
Actually, these questions themselves point toward the wide presence of enticing oppositions within the concatenations of modernity, queries around which ''Enduring Enchantments'' first took shape.
Modern Oppositions
Binary categories come in pairs, but they also imply other oppositions. For very long acute dichotomies of tradition and modernity, myth and history, the magical and the modern, community and state, emotion and reason, and East and West have shaped authoritative apprehensions of the past and key conceptions of cultures. More recently, critical scholarship has emphasized that forged within the Enlightenment idea of a universal historyand elaborated in the course of the nineteenth century-these antinomies are an abiding, aggrandizing representation of the West and its modernity. Such interrogation has derived support from critiques of a subject-centered reason and a meaning-legislating rationality, challenging the dualisms of Western thought and post-Enlightenment traditions. Further, a wider antiessentialist sensibility has contested the foundational dichotomies of modern disciplines, querying the reifications of otherness in static models of different cultures and confronting the commonplace of progress in modular forms of universal history. 23 Clearly, the overriding oppositions of tradition and modernity and East and West-and the antimonies they animatestand variously discredited today.
Yet, as we have seen, these oppositions continue to beguile and seduce. Leading a charmed life in the academy and beyond, they inhabit conservative understandings, liberal conceptions, radical visions, and nativist, primitivist, and antimodernist apprehensions. This should not surprise us. For these dichotomies are not merely distended figures of overwrought imagin-ings, analytical aberrations awaiting their inevitable exorcism by new knowledge(s). Rather, they have always possessed pervasive ontological dimensions, embedded in motivated projects ''not simply of looking and recording but of recording and remaking'' the world, 24 finding further expression in the challenges to these projects. This is also to say that the antinomies of an academic provenance appear as ever enmeshed with the binaries of everyday worlds.
The oppositions under discussion lie at the heart of the dense institutionalization of the West as history and modernity, acute fabrications of race and reason within civilizing missions and colonial cultures, and aggrandizing blueprints of third world modernization and statist development. Present at the core of the complicities between representations of history and ruses of progress, they shape and suture militant agendas of militarist nationalism, from the muscular peacekeeping of George Bush, to celebrations of the Hindu and the Islamic bomb in India and Pakistan, to the pointed misogyny of the Taliban. At the same time, these antinomies have been central to the fabrications of tradition and community by colonized peoples and contemporary subalterns, defining anticolonial nationalisms and counterhegemonic endeavors. It follows as well that current critiques of Eurocentric imaginings, Western representations, and a dominant modernity often recast such dualities, producing distinct renderings of tradition/ community and diverse reifications of colony/modernity.
Acknowledging the salience of these binaries while refusing to reify them suggests particular orientations toward fabrications of tradition and characterizations of modernity. On the one hand, to recognize the assiduous production of traditions by subjects of modernity is not to cast these-traditions and subjects-as somehow erroneous, faulty, insubstantial. Rather, it is to acknowledge the enormous burden of such traditions in dominant projects of state and nation and the ethical force of particular claims on community and tradition. At the same time, in each case, this admission further entails exploring how signs of state come to lie at the heart of traditions and communities, authoritative traces that communities and peoples yet work on to engender distinct meanings of nation and modernity, the unknown and the familiar. On the other hand, characterizing modernity/modernities as checkered and contingent projects of meaning and mastery, as contradictory and plural processes of history and power, implies more than just assertions to the effect that Latin American modernity is different from European modernity, and both are then different from, say, South Asian or East Asian modernity. For the labor of registering the contingency and plurality of modernity critically demands staying with the modalities of power that inhere in such difference, including within non-Western formations of state and nation, community and modernity. 25 The task also entails not turning away from but rather questioning carefully the presence of authoritative stipulations of an exclusive, Western modernity within the contradictions, contentions, and concatenations of every modern, all modernities, presences that are nonetheless set to work in distinct ways, yielding expected outcomes and unexpected consequences. Modernity as history is intimately bound to images of modernity.
As the unbalanced juxtapositions in its title indicate, this collection does not propose a general solution to the oppositions between tradition and modernity, myth and history, community and state, and East and West. Indeed, it eschews immanent readings that relentlessly seek the foundations of these binaries in Enlightenment principles and post-Enlightenment traditions only to exorcize from imagination and understanding diverse human energies and enormous historical passions that have claimed these oppositions and animated these antinomies. Rather, ''Enduring Enchantments'' works toward carefully querying and ethically articulating tradition and community, colonialism and modernity, memory and history, the secular and the cosmopolitan, and the subaltern and the nation-in view of the place and the persistence of overwrought oppositions in academic apprehensions and everyday understandings.
Articulating Enchantments
All this suggests specific, overlapping dispositions to analytical categories and social worlds. First, modernity and its stipulations do not appear in ''Enduring Enchantments'' as mere objects of knowledge, out there-awaiting discovery, confirmation, or refutation. They intimate instead conditions of knowing, entities and coordinates that shore up the worlds we inhabit, demanding critical articulation. Second, in deliberating the authoritative terms and the pervasive enchantments of modernity, this special issue does not simply cast these as ideological aberrations and mistaken practices. In necessarily different ways, it recognizes rather their dense ontological dimensions, which simultaneously name and work on the world in order to remake it. Third and finally, ''Enduring Enchantments'' carefully questions analytical categories of an academic provenance, bringing them in conjunction with the quotidian configurations of these entities, the demanding terms of everyday worlds, not privileging the one or the other, vigilantly unraveling both in view of their critical articulation. There is no simple unity binding this issue, since its essays pursue distinct questions through a range of disciplinary procedures, styles of writing, and critical perspectives. But the intersecting dispositions outlined in this introduction ceaselessly traverse these distinctions, making for unexpected conjunctions and unusual juxtapositions.
Opening our considerations, Saidiya Hartman grapples with the specter of slavery-a phantasmic past, alive in the present-sieving memory and mourning, remembrance and redemption, representation and redress, history and the here and now through imaginative and critical filters. Her entry and passage traverse ''roots tourism''-''tourist products and excursions geared for North Americans in search of their roots''-carrying Hartman to Elmina Castle, Ghana, and La Maison de Esclaves, Goree Island, Senegal, sites enacting the tangible origins of slavery, and back to the United States, scattered with the broken promises of freedom. Combining sensitive, ethnographic vignettes of practices of ''roots tourism'' with an evocative, probing account of reckoning with the presence of the dead, her essay puts a question mark on seductions of historical progress and promises of redemptive narratives in the reminiscence of the diaspora and the recall of displacement. Carrying forward her earlier inquiries into the burden of freedom, Hartman ceaselessly queries the ends to which the ghost of slavery is conjured up, ethically revealing the predicaments and possibilities of mourning, poignantly pointing toward an emancipatory vision, a potential horizon, ''not premised on recovery,'' but on disentangling the work of mourning from the overcoming of the past.
Specters of another kind and redemption of a related order form the subject and the locus of the next essay. Here Jean and John Comaroff explore the enchantments of capital-from the striking seduction of speculation and consumption, to the apparent exorcism of labor and production, to ''the experiential contradiction at the core of neoliberal capitalism in its global manifestation,'' and its concrete, particular negotiations. In a style of ethnography, with a sensibility toward history entirely their own, the Comaroffs build on their prior insights into ''millennial capitalism'' invested with ''sal-vific force'' to trace critical connections between the half-life of Zombies in South Africa and the shadowy alien-nation of the equally demonized immigrants from elsewhere on the continent. Together, these ''proletarian pariahs,'' dead and alive, and their alien-nation, speak of a postcolonial moment conducing ''to a seismic mutation in the ontological experience of work, selfhood, gender, community, and place,'' unmasking a ''phantom history, a local chapter in a global story of changing relations of labor to capital, of production to consumption'' at the beginning of the millennium.Yet such spectral labor and its collective dread also do more, pointing to ''subterranean workings of terror,'' even holding ''pragmatic possibilities'' as they force a recognition of the scandal of alien-nation, the crisis of the nation.
Phantasms of conversion sustaining fantasies of the nation form points of entry for my own essay, which focuses on salient registers of evangelical entanglements, uncommon writings of lowly Indian evangelical workers, ''native'' catechists, in colonial India. Against the grain of dominant narratives of conversion, animated by specters of the self-determining actor and apparitions of a universal history, each an enchantment of modernity, these writings from the early twentieth century are indicative of distinct procedures of vernacular translation, intimating terms of ''history without warranty.'' The catechists simultaneously thought through colonial vocabularies and vernacular idioms, staking newer claims on conceptual ruses of ''religion'' while working on categorical instabilities of ''politics,'' critically acknowledging the racial prejudice of the official and the missionary. Their witness straddled and subverted distinctions that were critical to the EuroAmerican evangelist and the British administrator, also holding a mirror to the implicit terms of official and missionary practices. Secured by the dense literalism of their faith in the Bible, the catechists' encounters and inscriptions engendered a striking surplus around distinctions between the spiritual and the temporal, religion and politics. In such unraveling of the everyday life of colonial power and evangelical authority, subaltern subjects worked on crucial distinctions of empire and evangelism, saturated with dominance, to (re)instate such representations, while making them bear unsanctioned and recalcitrant meanings, articulating thereby a vernacular and a colonial modernity.
Mutual entailments of ''universal'' categories and ''particular'' histories further come alive in the two contributions that follow, an essay by MichelRolph Trouillot and an interview with Dipesh Chakrabarty. In tune with the blend of anthropology and history that his wider work represents, Trouillot queries enchantments of modernity that he calls ''North Atlantic universals''-prescriptive, seductive, even irresistible words and particulars that ''project the North Atlantic experience on a universal scale that they themselves helped to create''-also revealing the glimmers of a different, ''alternative,'' Caribbean modern. Confronting the persistent, contemporary arrogance to overplay the ''uniqueness of our times,'' his essay unravels prior planetary patterns of globalization, stretching back five hundred years-the ''first moment of globality,'' entailing dense, intense flows of peoples and goods, capital and crops, producing transformed terms of social consumption and cultural practices, including novel ''hybrid'' figures. Here the effort is not simply toward the ''vulgarization of the historical record,'' consisting also of a larger theoretical suspicion toward master words that tell a part of the story yet claim universal relevance. It follows that Trouillot creatively, critically articulates a key word, a master term, the universal of universals, modernity-engaging its hidden visages, its inextricable entwinement with modernization, its incessant binding of time and space, and its inherent requirement of ''heterologies''-as he equally envisions another modern, embedded within the Caribbean historical experience.
Dipesh Chakrabarty offers overlapping yet distinct considerations of the presence of the ''universal'' and the place of the ''particular,'' reflecting on questions of history and modernity arising from his recent Provincializing Europe, questions that are closely bound to the concerns of this special issue. Responding to my queries expressed in an interview conducted over email, Chakrabarty approaches ''community'' as always/already fragmented, also disavowing, at least for himself, the representative function of history, endorsing instead the more diffuse idea of life-worlds, which overlap and intimate different ways of being in the world. Arguing that intellectuals at once inhabit and deny such different ways of being in the world, including through techniques of ''historicism,'' and claiming that what makes historicism possible is that which resists historicism, Chakrabarty builds on totalizing and nontotalizing tendencies of thought. Far from railing against universals, he finds that European thought provides a limited though critical ''purchase on the life-practices through which we world the worlds,'' equally emphasizing the ''need to think the universals as part of immanent critiques of structures of domination that predicate themselves on the same universals.'' Chakrabarty registers the transhistorical pretensions of such universals since they present ''a particular, and not universal, genealogy of thought,'' while he recognizes the salience of the translational processes, practical and theoretical, through which such universals, concepts and practices, enter other languages and worlds, being made ''one's own'' within different, heterogeneous ''histories of belonging. '' In the tracks of universals and their containments, Craig Calhoun probes recent propositions on behalf of cosmopolitanism, an alluring image and a palpable projection of modernity. As a social and political theorist concerned with ideas and entities-the particular and the local, identity and solidarity, nationalism and nation-all too easily denigrated and discarded today, Calhoun explores the terms and limits of ''actually existing cosmopolitanism.'' Acknowledging the importance of cosmopolitanism's challenge to the ''presumption of nationality as the basis for citizenship'' that undergirds traditional liberalism, he nonetheless points toward the need for cosmopolitan democracy to acquire stronger accounts of representation of peoples, of social solidarity, and of the formation and transformation of social groups. Indeed, the essay reveals how imperatives of cosmopolitan democracy and calls of cosmopolitans today emerge intimately enmeshed with oppositions and hierarchies of modernity, contemporary cosmopolitanism itself rooted in Enlightenment rationalism and its ethical universalism. Cautioning against the elitism of cosmopolitan democracy and the complicities of present cosmopolitanism with global capital and consumerist ethics, Calhoun looks toward the possibility of cosmopolitanism(s) challenging ''the abandonment of globalization to neoliberalism'' and carefully, critically articulating ''locality, community, and tradition''-in short reaching beyond an attenuated, soft cosmopolitanism, the view of the world from the frequent flyer lounge.
A similar spirit, critical yet constructive, resistant yet recuperative, characterizes Michael Herzfeld's exploration of the coupling of ''global'' designs and ''local'' inflections, the connections between particular elite national discourses and authoritative Western anthropological models, both construed in the wake of empire. Extending the terms of discussion of the relationship between colonial projects and anthropological knowledge, Herzfeld focuses on the phenomena of ''crypto-colonialism''-''the curious alchemy'' whereby the political independence of certain countries extracts a heavy cost: the institution of aggressive national cultures subservient to foreign models, global cultural hierarchies. In the essay, something of a midcareer stocktaking by Herzfeld of the past and present of anthropology, he draws on materials from Greece and Thailand, mindful of their parallels and differences, never reducing the case of crypto-colonies to another instance of anthropological classification, building instability into the model from the outset, using taxonomy to undo taxonomy. On the one hand, the ''conspicuous absence'' of modern Greece and the ''furtive absence'' of classical Greek culture from the theoretical canon of anthropology index the assiduous fabrication of an immaculate West, morally segregated from the rest of the world. On the other, the manner in which crypto-colonies such as Greece and Thailand hold a mirror to Western anthropological models serves as a means for looking beyond enduring dichotomies of the colonizer and the colonized, unraveling hegemonies and hierarchies well concealed, moving anthropology to the critique of persistent pretensions of social theory, registering other subalternities, other configurations of power.
Addressing issues of the geopolitics of knowledge in distinct ways,Walter Mignolo approaches modernity as enacting a double role in determinations of discourse and formations of power: part of a series of authoritative antinomies, modernity equally names and constitutes the ''paradigm'' producing and reproducing these oppositions. Astutely acknowledging that enchantments and oppositions created by the ''self-defining discourse of modernity'' acquire pervasive ontological attributes, Mignolo explores the continuities and changes in what he describes as the ''modern/colonial'' world-from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment, from the aftermath of the former to the wake of the latter. Specifically, he discusses the manner whereby modern oppositions came to inhabit and (re)make the world in their singular reflection after the ''second modernity'' of the European Enlightenment, all the while pointing to the prior presence of the discourses and practices of the ''first modernity,'' grounded in Renaissance transformations and colonial endeavors in the ''New World.'' Mignolo finds in ''border thinking'' or ''border gnosis'' measures of disassembling modes of knowledge and embodiments of power that endlessly bind the modern and the colonial, a task that also requires constant vigilance regarding the complicities and denials of ''possible epistemologies'' that articulate a ''double consciousness.''
The terms nation and nationalism find novel configurations in the two essays that follow, which also present challenges to liberal theory and historical practice. Ajay Skaria explores the tension between liberal demarcations of the nation and Gandhi's constitution of the nation through a ''reli-gious politics.'' Articulating the face-off between these two ''universals,'' enacted on disjunctive registers of modernity, Skaria thinks through dissonant stipulations of state and secularism, nation and nationalism, discipline and violence, kinship and friendship, and inequality and truth. At each step, he attends to the provisos of liberal nationalism, while ''putting to work the contrapuntal tension'' between Gandhi's writings in Gujarati and English that brings to light a searching critique of both liberalism and conservatism. Skaria discusses how liberal thought has constituted the nation through the logic of secular transcendence, where the overcoming of the local/locality leads to the generality of the nation. Made up of shared history and/or culture, the nation requires and demands the loyalty of its inhabitants, subjects, and citizens. This is to say that the liberal nation cannot allow for absolute difference or antagonism within it, casting antagonists as ever outside its legitimate space. But in Gandhi's ''neighborly nationalism,'' Skaria shows, the ''neighbors'' shared nothing less (or more) than the kinship of life. Indeed, the neighbor stood marked by an absolute difference, which shared history and/or culture could not overcome. How, then, was the community of the nation to be created in the face of such absolute difference? Here Gandhi articulated a range of concepts, revealing that his practice of neighborly nationalism differed depending on the kind of absolute difference addressed-the equal met with friendship, the subordinate with service, and the dominant with civil disobedience. Against the grain of ''secularist'' premises and ''historicist'' projections, Skaria avers that the ''antidisciplinary discipline'' of Gandhi's religious politics imparts to it an ''extraordinary everyday-ness'' with a ''universal scope,'' evading modern disciplinary regimes, seizing on fugitive forms of everyday life, inserting Gandhi into ''our political and conceptual horizons today.'' Milind Wakankar explores the aesthetic project of Indian nationalism, its moment of criticism, focusing on the work of the enormously influential Hindi critic, Ramchandra Shukla, who lived and wrote in late-colonial north India. Arguing against pervasive apprehensions of literary critical thought under colonial conditions mired in an ''impasse,'' stalled between ideas derived from European modernity and categories drawn from nonWestern tradition, Wakankar turns rather to a ''pragmatic history of criticism.'' A history that attends to the ''inaugural'' quality of criticism, its necessary activity of passage through an impasse, its unprecedented attributes, its newness, its enduring critique of the modern, all enacted under ''unmaster-able circumstances demanding difficult choices,'' the institutional and historical restraints of imperial India. None of this implies, however, a straightforward celebration of the subject of criticism. Instead, Wakankar provides us with an object lesson in rigorous, recuperative reading. In construing a critical, ''political reading'' of Shukla's writing-''one important cluster of texts in the archive of Indian nationalism''-and its interlacing with Hindu nationalism, Wakankar does not simply align Shukla with contemporary political trends, reading instead for the political in Shukla's work itself, ''entering the protocols of his thinking.'' Here there is no facile resolution, no simple split between a colonial mode of perception, imagination, and representation and a nationalist figuration of aesthetics, ethics, and action. Tracking the tension between (Indian/Hindu/nationalist) ''responsibility'' and (colonial/Western/subaltern) ''wonder'' in Shukla's key corpus, Wakankar ethically registers the moments of its excess and their possibilities, yet carefully reveals how this thought returns to a profoundly limited community of the nation-the twin moves of the essay unsettling our apprehensions-as-usual of history and modernity, colony and nation.
How is place produced as part of historical practice, at the critical core of wide-ranging transformations of colony and nation? Broaching the question, Sandra Greene unravels the pasts of the town of Notsie in south-central Togo, from its precolonial profiles to its postcolonial faces. From the significance of Notsie and its subsequent decline as an economic and ritual center between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries that was linked to European demands of slave trade, to the construal of Notsie as an embodiment of ''origins'' leading to the ''secularization'' of the town and its establishment as a salient ''regional center,'' embedded in the interplay between colonial evangelism and ethnic nationalism, to the pursuit of Notsie in the postcolony as a site for the fabrication of the ''local,'' a scene enacting fables of ''return,'' a stage for the forging of distinct identities and the recall of discrete pasts, the materials in Greene's essay admit of no facile hierarchy between the abstract and the concrete, between space and place. Rather, they reveal the persistent productions of Notsie, as trace and site, within shifting agendas of ritual and politics, the continuities and ruptures of history and the here and now-the configurations of colony, nation, and modernity seen through the lives of a town called Notsie.
Taken together, in ''Enduring Enchantments,'' the enchantments that endure are also enchantments to endure, in order to better query their shadow and substance in the past and the present. For consider the irony and the travesty if our task merely consisted of demystifying-whether through the ruse of aggrandizing reason or the expedient of the critique of ideology-the enchantments of modernity. These enchantments constitute the formative entities and key coordinates of our worlds, which are neither worlds nor entities to presciently, pointedly disenchant. Rather, these are worlds to carefully question and ethically articulate-worlds even to reenchant. 26 Notes I would like to thank Kenneth Surin for getting this special issue started; Craig Calhoun, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Jean and John Comaroff, Sandra Greene, Saidiya Hartman, Michael Herzfeld, Walter Mignolo, Ajay Skaria, Michel-Rolph Trouillot, and Milind Wakankar for participating in the project, and, well, for much more; Ishita Banerjee, German Franco, Ann Gold, and David Lorenzen for their support and comments; Laura Carballido for research assistance; and Tammi Brooks for being a patient, supportive editor.
 For this reason, too, I do not explicitly explore different theories of modernity in the introduction, outlining instead my understanding of modernity and its enchantments, raising questions around these categories and entities, as part of discussions of critical events, routine representations, and quotidian configurations of present history.  Am I implying that every denunciation of the Taliban's actions was a categorical error?
Am I defending the Taliban? I know of nothing that the Taliban did that I could endorse or support-though this does not mean that we do not critically understand their actions and learn from what they express about the world-and the sooner we stop treating categories (or denunciations) as mere mistakes the better. Both these points will soon become clearer.  I discuss the Taliban and the responses to their actions of early  in Saurabh Dube, ''Historical Identity and Cultural Difference: A Critical Note,'' Economic and Political Weekly  (): -.  This is not to deny the complex pasts of the term modern, whose ''conceptual history'' in Western Europe, for example, Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht traces in interesting ways-a history that makes clear the articulations of the modern with the ancient, the classical, and the romantic. Rather, it is to stay longer with the moment of Gumbrecht's understanding when the concept modern yields to the category modernity, while recognizing that a purely ''internal'' account of a concept can elide its multiple hierarchies, played out on distinct registers. Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, ''A History of the Concept 'Modern,' '' in Ulrich Gumbrecht, Making Sense in Life and Literature, trans. Glen Burns (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, ).  This pervasive, ''metageographical'' projection appears elaborated in several ways, from the evidently aggressive to the seemingly benign, embedded of course in ''modernization'' theory, yet also long lodged within the interstices of Western social and political thought. The way all this might come together is evident in the following statement of
